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From

the

Archives . . .

With the events at Crich in September 2012 commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
abandonment of the Glasgow tramway system, it is perhaps appropriate to devote our regular slot
“From the Archives” to photographs of the early days at the National Tramway Museum. (IGMS)

It is sometimes forgotten that Glasgow Standard 812’s yellow route colour livery is actually the second
to be carried in preservation. In August 1963 the car was repainted in the final style over two weeks
when there were few amenities other than long ladders to assist in the process. Coronation 1282 and
Standard 22 are seen on the right before the depot had doors to protect them from the elements.

A favourite tram that many would like to see given the full workshop treatment and restored to the
running fleet is Glasgow’s Kilmarnock Bogie 1115. It did run briefly during 1970-71 when it was
photographed at the Town End terminus. The red route colour livery was first applied in August 1964.
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A CHORAL SYMPHONY –
SILENCED BUT NEVER FORGOTTEN
by David L Thomson
Being loosely based on the text of a talk given by the author to various Church of Scotland
Guild meetings and the Inverclyde Ladies Probus Club in Greenock and Gourock, re-titled and
adjusted for written presentation to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the closure of the
Glasgow tramway system.

Music of the cars

I

n my young days, the air was constantly
full of the music of the cars. The
ascending and descending scales of the
motors; the harmonious tones of the gongs;
the hissing of the bow collectors; the staccato
drumbeats of the wheels over rail-joints and
pointwork; the allegro of the hurrying cars
about their daily business; the adagio of a
warm summer’s evening as a car with time
in hand for the next stop croons softly to
itself slowly climbing the brae.
The author, Robert Douglas, in the first
book of his three-part autobiography coins,
as the title, the phrase Night Song of the
Last Tram and therein as well as in two of
his subsequent novels which are set in a
fictional Maryhill, he successfully portrays
so very accurately the interweaving of the
trams with the lives of the citizens and the
considerable involvement Glasgow people
had with their cars. The trams did, indeed,
provide a choral symphony for the city;
an accompaniment to life and to the very
environment in which we were raised.

A safer world

Let me, therefore, take you back to a safer,
if not necessarily a better, world. This
was a world where you could let your kids
wander off in the knowledge that they would

be relatively safe and, if they did get into
mischief, there would be someone on hand
to skelp an offending lug – and no questions
asked! It was a world where tramcars ruled
Glasgow’s streets. This was the home of
the finest tramway system in the country. It
was world-famous and, in its time, received
delegations and representatives from round
the globe determined to see for themselves
how it should be done.
To the ordinary person, probably the best
remembered feature of the Glasgow trams
was the distinguishing of the different routes
by one of five colours: green, red, blue,
yellow and white. The ubiquitous trams
were so much a part of life that Glaswegians
never gave them a second thought. They
were always there. It was second-nature
to jump on and off them at will. The cars
disciplined the traffic. Indeed, Glasgow
tram drivers stood no nonsense from errant
motorists who knew only too well who
would come off worst in an altercation!
Was it any wonder tramcars provided an
unsurpassed fascination to us youngsters?
Spurred on by Glasgow Corporation’s
encouragement through publicity to use the
cars for recreation, adults were tolerant of
car-riding youngsters and the Corporation’s
flat-rate juvenile fare available during July
also helped. It was a massive well-planned,
3

Clarkston terminus was as far south as could be reached by tram. Former red Standard tram No.1000
features in this 1952 terminus view. The scene today is little altered.
Photo: RR Clark/STTS Collection.

well-run operation and to us the whole world
was our oyster. In the morning we could be
in Paisley; the afternoon Airdrie; on another
day, Milngavie in the north or Clarkston in
the south. We were explorers discovering
hidden corners of our empire aboard the
stately galleons that were the city’s cars.

The crews – auditioned?
The people who worked on the cars were
an integral part of them. The late Rev.
Maxwell Craig, one of Her Majesty’s
Chaplains, conducting the funeral of a
former tramwayman said: “What better way
to meet people from all walks of life; than to
survey life from the platform of a tramcar?
What better way to serve a fellow-man?”
Car crews were, some believed, not
4

interviewed but rather auditioned. Not only
were conductors actors, they were singers,
counsellors, nippy sweeties, bouncers as
well. Cars were centres of conviviality on
rails. Each tram was a piece of moving
theatre and a good conductress encouraged
her passengers to contribute to the soiree.
You had passengers address the whole car
on the subject of their bunions, or the latest
political scandal, or both – what value!
A young lady at a Sauchiehall Street stop
asks the conductor of a no. 6 tram: “Does
this caur go tae the Kelvin Hall?”
“Aye.” Replies the conductor.
“Are ye sure?” asks the young lady.
The conductor responds gruffly, “Aye,
Ah’m sure an’ if it disnae, Ah’ll have
something to say tae the driver – if ye want
the Kelvin Hall, get oan, quick!!”

The young lady took a seat on the upper
deck, but at the Kelvin Hall stop there was
no sign of her preparing to alight whereupon
the conductor shouted loudly from the rear
platform “We’re at the Kelvin Hall, hen, are
youse comin’ doon or dae ye want me to
bring it up tae ye?”

War effort
The importance of the trams was recognised
in the war effort. In the dark days of 1940,
the Prime Minister, Sir Winston Churchill, on
his first visit in that role to the city personally
exhorted the Lord Provost, Sir Patrick Dollan,
“Whatever else you do in the uncertain days
ahead – keep the trams running.”
Indeed, as well as keeping the city and
surrounding area moving, the cars were
called upon to transport vast numbers

of troops.
Training grounds in north
Lanarkshire were receiving areas for
overseas servicemen some of whom would
disembark directly from troop ships berthing
in the deep-water King George V Dock at
Shieldhall to be conveyed across to Airdrie
by a fleet of trams; a task carried out often
during the night in, it must be remembered,
black-out conditions.
After the March 1941 blitz, true to the
Prime Minister’s exhortation, the service
was speedily restored. In the worst damaged
areas, priority was given to repairing the
tracks and restoring the overhead wires.
Normal services through Tradeston resumed
after 14 days; those on the main line through
Clydebank after some three to four weeks.
Kilbowie Road took a bit longer and it was
not until 5th May that a restricted service
resumed to Duntocher.

The Duntocher terminus of service 20 proved to be a refuge for single-deck trams that scurried
there to avoid the 1941 devastating Clydebank blitz. Cut-down Standard 923 and ex-Paisley
1013 are prominent in this 1948 scene. Photo: FNT Lloyd-Jones/Online Transport Archive.
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Out of a total fleet of just over 1,200 trams,
59 cars had been damaged by blast. 18 of
those were repairable in their Depots but the
remainder, some of which were seriously
damaged, had to visit the Car Works. Only
one car had been totally destroyed, receiving
a direct hit in Nelson Street, Tradeston.
Amazingly, of the 31 people on board, 20
(including the conductor) were rescued and
survived.

Following the hostilities, as in the
other Scottish city systems of Edinburgh,
Aberdeen and Dundee, every attempt was

Members of the single-deck fleet which
worked the Clydebank local service under the
low bridge and up the steep hill on Kilbowie
Road had scurried out to the relative safety
of the Duntocher terminus on the night of
Thursday 13th March 1941. After a few days
they were all brought back to Partick Depot,
piggy-back on lorries, and then put to work
into the city centre – much to the surprise of
many citizens who had hitherto been unaware
of their existence. A new car was subsequently
built to replace the lost vehicle.

made to restore the Glasgow system to its
former glory. That remained a matter of
civic pride in the eyes of the citizens.
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Typical of the ‘specials’ operated was the
provision of trams serving the Babcock & Wilcox
engineering works at Renfrew. Standard car
549 is leaving from the special siding with a full
load for the City Centre while the policeman on
points duty gives it the right of way.
Photo: RJS Wiseman

Post-war retrenchment and
progress
In 1948, Glasgow Corporation had 1,193
tramcars and 551 motorbuses. 973 cars
were required for daily service covering
around 300 route miles.
A total of
38,865,330 car-miles were run. In that year

Glasgow Corporation carried 785,705,109
passengers of which the trams took 75.8%.
There were 11 Car Depots throughout the
system and that includes those at Elderslie
and Coatbridge.
Maintenance of the
fleet was carried out at Coplawhill Car
Works in Albert Drive and at the former
Paisley system’s workshops attached to
Elderslie Depot. It was at Coplawhill that
very nearly all Glasgow’s trams had been
built. Subsequently, uneconomic services
beyond Broomhouse to Uddingston and
up the Kilbowie Road in Clydebank were
replaced by motorbuses in 1948 and 1949.
However, to continue to make use of the
Transport Department’s own power station
at Pinkston, starting with the High Street
routes, trolleybuses made their appearance
in 1949 and into the 1950s, replacing certain
tram routes. But, also, more new trams were
built at Coplawhill, 100 entering service
between 1948 and 1952.
Glasgow Corporation was always a
front-runner as a progressive undertaking,
experimenting and looking to the future.
Faith in the trams was still alive. In 1947
there had appeared an experimental singleended double-deck car with separate
entrance and exit and powered by the latest
equipment. A one-off seldom can meet
with success and, although surviving to the
end of the system, this car was rebuilt as a
conventional double-ender.

Lady Drivers
By 1954, Glasgow still had 1,067 tramcars
plus a fleet of 779 motorbuses and 95
trolleybuses. 852 trams were required for
daily service and they were carrying 58%
of all the Corporation’s passengers. There
were 1,549 tram drivers of which 109 were
female. The ladies were very much up to the

job of controlling their 12-16 ton steeds with
aplomb in heavy traffic. Their existence
was brought to national attention when a
Parkhead-based driver appeared on and
defeated the panel on the TV show What’s
my Line? In this popular programme, a
panel of experts attempted to guess the
occupation of those appearing before them
helped by certain clues and mimes.
In Partick, there was a sister and brother
crew. Elie drove, Frank conducted. They
regularly appeared in the commendation
lists for kind and exceptional attention paid
to their passengers. When the cars finished,
Elie had to go back to conducting. Frank
was the driver, for in those days women
were not allowed to drive buses.
On the 1½ miles of dead-straight, wide
Renfrew Road (much of which has since
disappeared under a motorway alignment)
between Shieldhall and the burgh of
Renfrew, the trams showed their paces, at
times possibly even exceeding the Board
of Trade speed limit. In preparation for
reaching Renfrew Cross terminus the
conductress climbed the stairs of her nearempty car to re-set the destination screens
and swing the seat-backs over for the return
journey. Having attended to the screens at
the rear, as she progressed through the top
deck, she became aware of a uniformed
employee hanging out the front window
setting the screens for her. When she
reached the front, the wearer of the uniform
turned round – it was her driver who, having
left the controller on the top parallel notch
had climbed the front stairs to do the job and
save her the trouble! Her comments, as the
tram sped “driverless”, towards Renfrew,
are not recorded.
One dark winter’s night at the Dalmarnock
terminus an all-girl crew were witnessed
successfully fending off a drunken intending
7

Renfrew Road from Shieldhall was dead straight for 1½ miles. It was a similar absence of traffic such
as seen here in 1953 that convinced a cavalier driver that he could leave his tram running at full speed
with no one at the controls while he re-set the destination screens at the front of the upper deck, much
to the consternation of his conductress. Photo: RJS Wiseman.

passenger. While her conductress wielded
the point-iron at the interloper to prevent
his boarding, the driver dashed through to
the front-end and accelerated her car away
along Dalmarnock Road as a final lunge left
the drunk spread-eagled on the granite setts
.

Writing on the Wall

For the cars, the writing had been on the wall.
A serious start was made to replace them.
Mr E.R.L. Fitzpayne, the General Manager,
had 450 “obsolete” cars on his books. This
was partly addressed by the purchase of 46
second-hand cars from Liverpool which was
proven to be an unfortunate move as these
vehicles turned out to be outlived by some
of the much-older Glasgow trams they were
supposed to replace.
None the less, in 1956 Glasgow still
had 988 trams, a figure which exceeded
8

by 60 the total number of motorbuses and
trolleybuses put together. 813 trams were
in daily service covering 256 route miles
and carrying 55.5% of all the Corporation’s
passengers. The Suez crisis at the end of
that year made trams respectable again. As
fuel supplies were cut, so were some bus
services, and some Night Service Bus routes
were replaced by tramcars for a time.

Cars every few minutes
Even by the end of the decade, there were,
literally, cars every few minutes. To take
Great Western Road as but one example,
the principal services provided an off-peak
headway of cars at 2-minute intervals.
This was enhanced at rush hours by many
additional cars. After 7 p.m. the frequency
was reduced – to a 4-minute interval and
that was maintained until midnight! This

pattern was repeated on every main artery in
the city; from Paisley Road West to London
Road; Pollokshaws Road to Springburn
Road; Dumbarton Road to Gallowgate;
Maryhill Road to Duke Street. The result
was a constant stream of trams through
the city centre. On Renfield Street, for
example, there were around 280 trams per
hour passing up and down – a car every 12½
seconds. It is this aspect it is most difficult
to convey to people under the age of 40; the
sheer and utter convenience of it all.
Other features of the Glasgow system
were the specials run for shipyards and
other industries linking areas of the city with
through cars for the workers. These were
provided on Sundays, too, as, indeed, were
church specials. Two examples of the latter
were: a car running from Hawkhead Road
into Paisley Cross to convey worshippers to
the Abbey and other churches in the centre
of the burgh; and a car from Blairdardie

In its heyday, such was the volume of trams in
Renfield Street that a tram would pass every
12½ seconds. In this 1954 scene by Richard
Wiseman, 406 is boarding passengers on
service 8 before crossing St Vincent Street.

to Knightswood to serve the Church of
Scotland and the Roman Catholic Church at
Knightswood Cross.

Carriage of large items
The use of the driver’s platform at the front
to carry large items was as frequent as it
was handy. Some will recall the flowerladies who used to trade their blooms at city
centre street corners. The massive baskets
in which they stacked their produce fitted
comfortably behind the driver on a Standard
tram. Indeed, the use of cars to carry out
domestic flittings was not as apocryphal as
might be thought.
9

A Langside Depot driver recalled
working on Service 2 between Provanmill
and Polmadie. One Saturday after arrival at
Polmadie terminus he was approached by
a bloke who asked him: “Haw, driver, ony
chance o’ pittin’ some things on yer caur?”
The driver said there was no problem on
the front platform so long as driving was
not interfered with. Thereupon the bloke
with a couple of pals proceeded to load a
couple of bed-ends and a few odds and ends.
“Ah’m goan a’ the way tae the terminus.”
He explained, boarded the car and paid his
fare. On arrival at Provanmill, he unloaded
the furniture with the help of several other
pals who had appeared and took it all away.
The guy jumped back on board, paid his
fare back to Polmadie where the first two
guys had another load waiting. The same
procedure ensued and continued for yet
another journey.
When the third journey to Provanmill
was completed, the driver asked the bloke if
he was going back again. “Naw, pal, thanks

a lot – that’s the flittin’ done!” – All for 1/3d
or 6.25p!

Firearms
Indeed, what all did the citizens transport on
their trams? A traffic circular of June 1947
states:
“As complaints have been received from
intending passengers who have been refused
admission to Departmental vehicles, the
following extract from Corporation ByeLaws is issued for guidance of employees:
‘No person shall travel in or on any car
with loaded firearms or with any article,
instrument or implement which may be
dangerous or offensive to the passengers’.”
No mean city, indeed, but how was
the conductor to know if a firearm was
loaded? The matter raised its head some ten
years later on when, in February 1957, the
following traffic circular was issued:
“Although the carriage of loaded firearms
is prohibited on this Department’s vehicles,

Provanmill terminus was the locus of flitting by tram
described in David Thomson’s article.
Photo: FNT Lloyd-Jones/Online Transport Archive.
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conductors will please note that uniformed
members of Her Majesty’s Forces will be
permitted to travel with firearms, these being
presumed to be unloaded.”
The author can vouch for this as having
been one of a platoon of some thirty 14-yearold army cadets who travelled on a service

tram from Kelvinbridge to Cambridge Street
each carrying a drill rifle – all the boys were
wearing school uniforms and not their army
kit!

Coda

In line with plans to electrify suburban
railways,
Glasgow
Corporation withdrew its
tram services outside the
city boundary and in late
1956 and in 1957 cars
ceased to run to Airdrie,
Barrhead, Cambuslang,
Milngavie,
Paisley,
Renfrew and Elderslie.
There was a slight stay
of execution when, in
1957, Mr Fitzpayne
produced a 15-year plan
which would have given
a full life-span to the
post-war members of the
fleet. However, it was
not to be and the last cars
ran on the city’s streets in September 1962.
The coda to this symphony is best played
with words from Bill Paterson, the actor:
“Some say that you can measure the end
of Glasgow as a real proper city from the day
they scrapped the last tram. Certainly few
cities in the world, and none in Britain, were
as devoted to a tramway system. Trams were
to Glasgow, what gondolas were to Venice.”

Above: “ACH, LET HIM CATCH IT – HE’S BEEN MISSIN’
IT EVERY NIGHT FOR YEARS.” Cartoon published by the
Evening Citizen.
Courtesy Evening Citizen / Express Newspapers.
“COME ON, GET AFF!” – Perhaps one of the most famous
tram cartoons, by Bill Tait, at the Evening Citizen newspaper.
Courtesy Evening Citizen / Express Newspapers.
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THE LIFE, DEATH and REBIRTH OF
ABERDEEN’S TRAMS
by Mark Chalmers

A

yellowed
newspaper
cutting
wheeled to the floor like an autumn
leaf: I stopped sorting through the
pile of fusty old books and picked it up.
It had fallen from the pages of a pamphlet
published in the 1950s to celebrate the
replacement of the Aberdeen’s trams with
motor buses. Yet the clipping was twenty
years older, and transported me back to
an era when city’s tram system was at the
cutting edge of innovation.
When John Betjeman visited Aberdeen in
1947, he was taken aback – “Could there be
such a thing as a great city with tramcars,
electric lights, hotels and cathedrals so
far away among empty fields, so near the
North Pole as we were going?” From his
metropolitan perspective, the poet was
familiar with London Transport which,
under the great organising mind of Charles
Holden, was stretching the Tube system
to reach the sprawling suburbs which
lay beyond “Metroland”. It would have
surprised him to learn that Britain’s most
northerly tram system was also – by the
1940s – amongst the most advanced in the
country. The rise and fall of Aberdeen’s
trams is a story which combines technology,
urban planning, and the application of native
wit to the challenges of running an intensive
service in a compact city.
Like so many symbols of civic pride
– modern sanitation, public libraries, and
insane asylums – we have the Victorians
to thank for the tram. Aberdeen’s system
12

began life in 1874 with horse-drawn cars:
after a shaky start, it was taken over by the
Corporation and in 1902 system had been
electrified, at the cost of £156,000. How
was this – the equivalent of tens of millions
of pounds today – justified? The tramcar is
an excellent people-mover, more effective
than other modes of transport at shifting
large numbers quickly. It lacks flexibility,
but provided folk live at high density along
a “corridor”, and all want to travel in the
same direction, it’s unbeatable. Aberdeen
was ideal, because its tram lines radiated out
from city centre like spokes – and masses of
humanity were packed into tenements along
key tram routes such as Holburn Street,
Union Street and King Street (the “Bridges”
route), and the even busier George Street–
Woodside line.
By the 1930s, half a century of trams had
proved where they could be used effectively,
and where they ran at a loss. Smaller cities
like Perth had given up their lightly-used
trams during the Great Depression – there
just weren’t enough people in the catchment
area to justify them – and become pioneering
bus operators. Larger cities were faced
with a choice. Their tram lines and cars
needed to be modernised; often the city had
outgrown its Victorian boundaries and new
suburbs lay beyond the tram termini; and the
motor bus was a growing threat. However,
Aberdeen affirmed its faith in trams, and
having trimmed a couple of lines it began
modernising the remainder of the system.

Key to this process were Alfred Smith, who
was the city’s transport manager from 1934;
and James Wilson, the hero of this story, who
was Aberdeen’s chief tramway linesman
from the thirties to the death of the tram.
James Wilson, or “Lang Jim” as he was
known, was born around 1902, and went
from school straight into the Tramways. He
was a tall man with a long, thin face – hence
his nickname – but tramway enthusiast Ian
Souter, who met him during his retirement in
the 1970s, described him as being extremely
capable, “a man of natural ability”. He lived
for decades at Wallfield Place in Rosemount
– close to the tram route, naturally – and
worked on the overhead lines right to the
end of tram operations in May 1958. It’s
difficult for men like Wilson to find their
métier now; perhaps today he would be
university educated, but Wilson’s working

life consisted of his starting as an apprentice
and working his way up. He was an
enthusiast for his subject – apparently he
liked nothing better than to have a small
crowd gather around the tower wagon as
he laid forth from the platform, high above
the street – and his life’s work was to ensure
the overhead was as electrically efficient as
possible.
Until the thirties, Aberdeen’s trams were
fitted with a trolley pole – a long metal tube
which connected the roof of the car with
the overhead line, drawing down current to
feed the tram’s motors. The head of the pole
consisted of a small wheel which kept in
contact with the “overhead”. When the car
came to its terminus, the conductor hauled
on a rope to turn the pole around, before
setting off on the return journey. Yet the
trolley pole had its drawbacks: the trolley

Car numbered 139, at Bridge of Don in August 1947 - copyright owned by Mark Chalmers.
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heads and contact wire wore out and needed
to be replaced; trams sometimes suffered
a “dewirement” and came to a standstill,
then the conductor heaved on the rope to
wrestle the recalcitrant beast back onto
the wire again. Also, the trolley pole was
only suitable for lower speed trams, but
by the 1930s a modern tram car had 50hp
motors driving each axle: my father, who
well remembers trams in Dundee after the
War, always maintains that you could never
beat a tramcar once it set off from a stop and
began accelerating.
The solution to the trolley pole’s
deficiencies was a different type of power
collector – this time a bow shaped like a
Jew’s harp. The “Fischer bow” began life
in the old Austro-Hungarian empire, before
the Kaiser decided to redraw Europe’s map:
it was patented in Hungary in 1924, and
reached Britain two years later. Glasgow
began using the bow at the end of the 1920s,
and once it was proved a success, Aberdeen
adopted it in 1932. The Fischer bow provided
better electrical contact than the trolley pole,
the overhead wiring could be simplified, and
wear was considerably reduced since, instead
of a wee wheel running along the grooved
wire, a smooth metal “pan” skimmed its
surface. The pan head had wee grooves
machined into its surface to hold graphite,
which acted as a lubricant. According to
Jim Wilson, Aberdeen faithfully used the
graphite until a mass of it built up on the
trolley wires outside the Queen’s Cross
depot (later Grampian TV’s studios), and a
great lump of it fell to the street, narrowly
missing a town councillor…
So what of the newspaper clipping,
snipped from a 1936 copy of the P&J by an
unknown hand? It described a clever gadget
devised by James Wilson, who by then had
risen through the ranks to become Aberdeen’s
14

chief tramway linesman. Remember the poor
conductor, who struggled with those ropes
each time the tram reached its terminus or
dewired along the route? When the Fischer
bow was introduced, Wilson saw that the
conductor’s plight was acute, because trams
ran along St Nicholas Street on a ninety
second headway – which meant the driver
and conductor had only a minute-and-a-half
to change ends, flip the seat backs to face
the opposite direction, turn the bow around,
and get ready to retrace their journey. The
bow was always “trailed” by the tramcar,
because if it was accidentally pushed in
the direction of travel, it would invariably
snag on something and destroy the overhead
wiring and probably the bow itself.
To overcome this risk, James Wilson
devised and patented an automatic bow
tripper – an invention clever enough to
warrant his taking out a patent. I was
fascinated by this intriguing yet envisage
device, and began hunting down its history.
The tripper weighed about 7lbs, and was
suspended from a span wire around 15
feet from the reversing point at a terminus.
As he approached the tripper, the tram’s
motorman loosened the bow rope and crept
forwards. The bow made contact with the
reverser’s copper trigger fingers, which
caught the pan on top of the bow, then the
“stiction” between pan and overhead held it
still. The driver changed ends, then as the
tram crept back in the opposite direction, the
bow was forced upright, until the weight of
the overhead pushed it down into the trailing
position. The action of the reverser was
controlled by three pairs of springs, which
absorbed the force of the bow initially
making contact, and also acted as overloads
in case the driver approached too quickly.
It was an early example of automation, and
not only speeded things up, but also saved

View of Wilson bow reverser by Mark Chalmers.

the conductor from being run over as he
wrestled with ropes in a crowded street.
It says a lot about our spirit of co-operative
self-reliance in the north that Dundee’s
tramways worked closely with Aberdeen
throughout this era. Dundee’s trams were
fitted with Fischer bows from 1934–36,
and the Wilson bow tripper was installed
in Dundee, too. As it happens, Dundee
Corporation Transport contracted ACT to
do the conversion work, which was carried
out at weekends by Aberdeen’s overhead
staff. Yet no other cities used Wilson’s
invention: possibly none had such intensive
services as the busy single track with loops
on St Nicholas and George Streets; or the
line from Dundee city centre to Lochee
which served the Camperdown Jute Works,
once the world’s biggest textile mill. By
1939, Dundee’s system was comparable to
Aberdeen’s in other ways, with 60 trams on
12 miles of track, against Aberdeen’s 101
trams on 13 miles: however, the progressive
attitude in both cities was the most powerful
bond between them.

Modernisation carried on in Aberdeen
during the 1930s – once the new overhead
was erected to suit the Fischer bows, new
tram cars were next on the list – and after
that the permanent way (tram rails) needed
attention. In July 1938, the final new piece
of tram track was laid in Aberdeen, an
extension of the tramway from Woodside to
Scatterburn; around the same time, the Town
Council decided to modernise the tramcar
fleet.
The introduction of Aberdeen’s
radical new trams was down to Alfred
Smith, the city’s transport manager, and the
Council’s transport convener, Councillor
Collins. At that time, English Electric were
among the world leaders in tram technology,
and Aberdeen’s “Streamliner” trams were
conceived by R.J. Heathman, the company’s
chief designer, as an evolution of the
“Balloon” trams in Blackpool.
Although the new trams could reach a
speed of 45mph, in service they rarely went
above 30mph, so the streamlined aesthetic
was really an expression of modernism
rather than a practical way to cut down
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air resistance. They summed up the spirit
of an age which was obsessed with speed:
Campbell’s Bluebird car; LNER’s Mallard
locomotive; the Supermarine S6B seaplane,
each of which claimed world records during
that era. The technical aspects of tram
operation weren’t ignored, either: it’s said
that Aberdeen’s tramways won praise during
the War because they operated with very
little sparking: bright flashes from trams
could breach the blackout and give away the
location of the city. That also pleased folk
with wireless sets, because sparky trams
caused radio interference – and only the
brand new trams ordered at the end of the
decade were fitted with suppressor coils.
The first of four “Streamliners” arrived
during July 1940 and in a buoyant article in
the P&J, Councillor Collins noted that that
there was a tendency for people to believe
that trams had outlived their usefulness, but
he had never subscribed to that view. His
own opinion was that, as soon as the war was
won, the city’s old trams should be scrapped
and an entirely new fleet inaugurated. Lord
Provost Mitchell “expressed the conviction
that though some day tramcars may go by
the board, that would not happen for a long
time in Aberdeen.” He came to regret saying
that, because Aberdeen’s long-sighted tram
policy during the 1930s and 1940s was
turned around in a matter of a few years.
The shame of what Aberdeen did next hangs
over the city’s council to this day.
Aberdeen’s first “Streamliner” trams
arrived in 1940, going into service at the
height of wartime. They were fitted with the
Fischer bows which Aberdeen’s transport
manager Alfred Smith and chief overhead
linesman James Wilson promoted as a key
stage in modernising the tramway. The four
Streamliners were a huge step forwards:
Louis Dobson of the tram builders, English
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Electric, and Lumsden Stewart of EMB (the
Electro-Magnetic Brake Co., who made the
trams’ bogie trucks) proudly stated they had
provided Aberdeen with the finest trams in
the world.
Buoyed by the success of Aberdeen
Corporation Transport – the tram system
carried 62 million people in 1948, and 124
million were carried on public transport as
a whole, a figure never bettered before or
since – modernisation continued. A followon order for 20 more new trams was placed
with Pickerings of Wishaw after the war,
further “Streamliners”, which attracted
favourable reviews and were envied by other
cities. Pickerings got the order because
– and this is the first ominous sign of what
was to come – English Electric had stopped
building trams, and in fact the original four
Streamliners were the very last trams built
at its Strand Road factory in Preston. The
company didn’t restart tram manufacture
when peace broke out…
The score of Streamliners arrived in
1949, and Aberdeen now had the one of the
youngest car fleets in the country. James
Wilson continued his work, devising
improvements to complement the automatic
bow tripper, or “Wilson bow reverser” as
it became known. Wilson’s son followed
him into the Corporation Tramways, and he
too became an overhead linesman. James
Wilson’s life demonstrates how the city
used to offer a vocation, not just a job, in
the tramways: work defines folks’ lives, but
how many get the same chance as Wilson
did, to meaningfully improve the city he
lived in? Today, nostalgia for the Aberdeen
tram represents our fickle curiosity about
everything “vintage” – but until the 1950s,
it was literally a vehicle for civic pride. I’m
certain the progress of the tram system under
Smith and Wilson did the city’s profile no

harm – yet although Scotland was pro-tram,
many English cities had already begun to rip
up their lines.
What followed was a scandal dressed
up as progress: Aberdeen Corporation lost
its nerve. In 1940, Provost Mitchell had
expressed the conviction that although
tramcars may “go by the board” some day,
“that would not happen for a very long time
in Aberdeen”. The Woodside tram line had
been extended to Scatterburn at the end of
the thirties, and after the War you might
have expected that other lines would have
stretched out to serve the new suburbs,
such as Kincorth. Fashion, however, turned
against the tram and as English Electric
predicted, few new trams were ordered after
the war. Now the talk was about trams being
obsolete: Dobson Chapman’s “Granite City:
A Plan for Aberdeen” of 1952 argued that
trams should be abandoned – because they
reduced the car-carrying capacity of the
roads! Statistics were used to bolster the
case for closure – in 1955 it was noted that
38 new trams would have been needed in
Aberdeen during the following seven years,
at a cost of £10,000 each – yet in 1953, the
tramways made a profit of £8,667, whereas
the Corporation buses lost £43,539. That
was despite bearing the costs of the new
Streamliner cars which entered service in
1950. Of course, they say you can prove
anything by using statistics.
We know that trams worked efficiently
in Aberdeen as people-movers – after all,
they ran for almost a century, co-existing
with people, horses, steam lorries and motor
cars, then finally the bus. In fact, they are
unique, representing a tested solution to
traffic congestion. The tram is clean and
efficient, since it uses renewable electricity
generated in the north of Scotland by wind
and hydro-power; each one can carry more

passengers than a bus, it offers a smoother
ride, and trams can sustain a greater
passenger density since they can unload,
load and accelerate faster than buses. Set
against that is the fundamental shift in our
cities, from dense streets of tenements, to
sprawling suburbs which spread people
thinly and hence increase journey times.
That makes for less efficient tramways,
since the tram has to travel further to serve
the same number of people. Dundee had
plans to introduce modern Continental-style
articulated trams in the early 1950s, yet by
1956 the city’s tracks had been ripped up.
Dundonians were left bewildered by such a
rapid turnaround in the tramcar’s fortunes.
Then it was Aberdeen’s turn. One day in
January 1955, the council made a decision
which has blighted the city for five decades.
The entire tram system would be shut down
in 1959, and after a half-hearted attempt
to sell the sophisticated Streamliners to
Glasgow, the closure date was pulled
forwards, and it was agreed the trams would
go for scrap. That must have ripped the heart
from Jim Wilson. In May 1958, Aberdeen
Corporation melted down the family silver
by driving the trams out to the Sea Beach and
setting them alight in a giant pyre. Aberdeen
still lives with the civic shame of having
destroyed dozens of sophisticated modern
tramcars – many less than ten years old –
which were acknowledged as being the best
in the country. When they were criticised,
the politicians pointed to other cities where
the same thing was happening. Only Leeds,
Sheffield, Glasgow and Blackpool were left
with trams after Aberdeen’s system closed;
they too had shut by the start of the sixties
to make way for the motor car – with the
exception of Blackpool.
The heyday of the private car as an agent
of personal freedom was short lived. By the
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Tram tracks which remain at Sea
Beach.
Photo by Mark Chalmers.

late 1960s, traffic congestion in Aberdeen’s
centre was much worse than during the tram
era, double yellows were being laid down
in the gutters, and lines of traffic choked up
the Brig o’ Dee each morning and evening.
A few solitary voices piped up, “told you
so”, but the politicians shouted them down.
However, the actions of other councils were
louder still. Sheffield began to consider the
re-introduction of trams in the early 1970s
– little more than ten years after they had
been scrapped. Sheffield’s ‘Supertrams’
solved the problem of serving the sprawling
suburbs by organising bus services and parkand-ride schemes to feed the new tram lines.
If only Aberdeen’s trams had managed to
hang on for another few years, fashion would
have turned again in their favour. A quarter
of a century passed after the bonfire on Sea
Beach, and it was acknowledged that traffic
jams were strangling the city. Government
bodies commissioned studies – a by-pass
was mooted (though it has yet to be built!)
and eventually they turned to an expert to
save Aberdeen from the car.
Gordon Cullen was first and foremost
a Scot, who worked all over the world as a
designer and architectural writer, gaining
a particular reputation for solving urban
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problems. By the time he
returned to Scotland in the
1970s to work in Aberdeen
and Glasgow, he was an old
man, afflicted with cataracts
born of decades peering at
his trademark pencil line
drawings. Yet his plans were
far-seeing, and he coined the
term “townscape”.
Cullen
originally came to Aberdeen in the early1970s to plan a new town outside Maryculter
– first for Christian Salvesens, the whalers
turned housebuilders; then for Stewart Milne,
yet although years were spent developing
the proposals, neither scheme went ahead.
He returned to Aberdeen in 1985, when the
Scottish Development Agency invited his
consultancy, Price & Cullen, to undertake a
study of the city centre. The initial brief was to
examine Union Terrace Gardens, with a view
to roofing over the Inverness railway line,
which would mask the noise and fumes of the
railway and the new Denburn Link road, as
well as increasing the size of the city’s “green
lung”, and remaking connections across the
valley of the Denburn. As it happens, recent
proposals pick up on the same concept…
Cullen recognised the importance of
the Gardens, but by the time the study was
presented in 1986, he had extended its scope
to encompass the whole city centre. He first
mooted the development now known as
Union Square, by flooding the area behind
Market Street in order to extend the harbour
and form an artificial lagoon around which
housing and shops could be built, along
the same lines as St. Katherine’s Dock in
London. Union Square, in a diluted form,

opened at the start of 2010. Cullen also
advocated turning Castlegate back into a
transport hub, pedestrianising Union Street,
and regenerating the waterfront, by sowing
the seed of an Oil Experience Centre on
Queen’s Links (another stillborn scheme,
though it did generate a wonderful High Tech
design by the architects Conran Roche). His
bravest proposal, however, was to create a
tramway circuit in the city centre – and that
struck a raw nerve.
Gordon Cullen recognised that the
considerable traffic congestion of the
1980s could only increase, but he also
saw that trams were the solution. At least
two factors stymied his plan, though: the
first was that the study proposed that a
“major, but architecturally undistinguished
department store should be relocated for
aesthetic reasons”. As reported in Cullen’s
biography, the chairman of the Planning
Steering Group was a regional director of
the aforementioned Norco, and resistance

was felt almost immediately.
Cullen
should perhaps have disentangled the
Norco idea from the tram idea, rather than
letting both die together, but the second
obstacle was even more intractable: the
shadow of past Council policy. You can
perhaps understand why bringing back the
trams, less than a generation after they were
gleefully destroyed, would be difficult to
take. Some of the men involved with the
system’s closure still worked for the council.
As with so many Scottish Development
Agency masterplans, Cullen’s proposals
were presented, applauded, then placed in a
drawer to gather stoor.
In those same few years following the
death of the tram in the late 1950s, many
facets of Gordon Cullen’s “townscape”
were destroyed in Aberdeen. Townscape
is the fabric of the city, the many details
Sketch showing Streamliner trams running along
a modern Castle Street – by Mark Chalmers.
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Sketch showing Streamliner trams running along a modern George Street - by Mark Chalmers.

which provide colour and grain and interest,
which form the backdrop to everyday life.
Along George Street there was the famous
oversize watch outside Kemp the Jewellers
– stuck eternally at 7.21 – along with oldfashioned swan-necked streetlamps; a
catenary of tram wires overhead; sunshades
used to protect shop window displays; the
roadway’s patterning of granite setts, and
the “Adamant” slabs on the pavements.
All those little details which folk came into
contact with each day. Cullen’s proposals
would have saved George Street from
Norco, and turned the Castlegate back from
a windblown desert into the transport hub
which it originally was, a great urban hinge
on the Bridges route served by buses and
20

trams in an integrated fashion.
As the 20th century progressed, we forgot
about James Wilson, and we ignored Gordon
Cullen’s prophetic report – but the tram will
yet have its day. Aberdeen suffers daily
gridlock at Haudagain, the Bridge of Don,
and the mediaeval Brig o’ Dee. Building
more roads will only move the gridlock
somewhere else. Edinburgh may have
moved first – but Aberdeen will wake one
morning to realise its stark choice: choke to
death on cars, or bring back the tram.
With thanks to Keith Jones and Bob Hall
for their guidance on the technicalities of the
Wilson bow reverser, and particularly to Ian
Souter for his generosity. First published in
Leopard Magazine.

SUMMERLEE TRAMWAY IN 2012
George P Murray, Hon Secretary of the Summerlee
Transport Group, provides details of the trams in
their collection.

S

ummerlee Tramway is located within
the Summerlee Museum of Scottish
Industrial Life in Coatbridge which is
run by the North Lanarkshire Council. The
museum and tramway originally opened in
1988 and throughout has benefited from the
enthusiastic support of the volunteers of the
Summerlee Transport Group assisting the
Council in the operation and maintenance of
the tramway. The STG is a registered Scottish
charity and consists of around 100 members
who volunteer to operate the cars for 4 days
out of 7 and hold regular club nights when
cleaning, painting and routine maintenance
are carried out. We are fortunate to have an

international membership, however the core
membership is from Central Scotland. In
addition to the serious work mentioned the
Group holds successful social events and
visits other tramways.
The tramway is just under half a mile
long, has a two-lye depot and four trams.
As well as being of historical interest in its
own right, the tramway serves a practical
transport function carrying visitors between
places of interest within the museum.
Beautifully restored Glasgow 1017, which was
built in 1904.
Photo: George Broom STG Chairman.
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Interestingly Summerlee is the first electric
tramway in the Clyde valley to be laid to
truly standard gauge (1435mm) as all the
predecessor systems were built to 1416mm
gauge to allow railway vehicles to use the
tracks.
The oldest vehicle is single deck Glasgow
1017 which was originally supplied to
Paisley in 1904 by BEC of Manchester as
a 3-window saloon open top double decker.
Some sister cars were converted to single
deck to work the Duntocher route. However,
in 1925 1017 was converted directly to suit
motorman training being fitted with a raised
floor, narrow entrances to the platforms,
vestibuled hex dashes and air brakes.
Thus this car was the only tram which all
subsequent Glasgow motormen would have
driven and it continued in training service
till 1959 thereafter becoming a shunter at
Coplawhill. The body was then purchased
by Mr. Ian L Cormack to become a meeting

place in his Cambuslang garden for the then
Scottish Tramway Museum Society. When a
later owner of the house wished to dispose
of this tram it was offered to Summerlee
and over a number of years she was restored
to near 1930’s condition using controllers
and a re-gauged truck from Lisbon. The car
was passed by the Railway Inspectorate for
passenger service on 1st December 2003.
The second oldest car is Lanarkshire 53,
an open top double decker with 3-window
saloon supplied new in 1908 by UEC of
Preston. This car was withdrawn in 1931
and its lower deck became a farm hut in
Ayrshire for more than 50 years before
being saved. The saloon body, although
reasonably complete, was past restoration
thus it was used as a template for an excellent
replica built at Bo’ness by YTS trainees.
Contemporary controllers and a Brill type
truck were obtained from Porto and the car
was inaugurated at Summerlee on 1st April

Lanarkshire No. 53 originally built in 1908. Photo: George Broom STG Chairman.
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1995. Number 53 is very popular with the
public in fine weather who thoroughly enjoy
travelling on the open top. She is also popular
with drivers as it is an enjoyable experience
controlling a traditional British hand-braked
tram with plenty bracing fresh air. Visitors
are amazed to consider that crews would
have had to work 10 hour shifts in the worst
of weathers on open cars of this type.
The third tram which is available for
passenger service is Dusseldorf 392 a 1950s
Duewag all-electric single decker. Although
lacking Scottish provenance this car is a
very useful addition whose availability
saves our more historic vehicles exposure
to inclement weather, particularly over the
winter months. The crew and passengers
enjoy the benefits of an electric hot air
heater! This car was very generously sold by
the Dusseldorf transport undertaking to the
STG for 1 Deutschmark for use as a disabled
access vehicle. The group then paid for its
transport to Scotland and the installation of
a wheelchair lift, costing in all about £5000.
The car was most suitable for this purpose
as, after about 30 years in passenger service,
it had been converted to works car use
complete with a 24 volt motor generator
and battery installation – ideal to power the
lift. The car was supplied by Dusseldorf
in excellent mechanical condition and
has given few problems in service. Both
wheelchair bound and mobility impaired
passengers appreciate being able to have a
ride on a tramcar which experience would
otherwise be denied due to the high entrance
steps of the historic cars.
The fourth car is the pride and joy of the
STG membership being Glasgow Coronation
1245 of 1939. The car was purchased
privately into preservation and was kept
in several locations in England over the
years before being donated to the Museum

in 2002. This car is historically important
to Summerlee Museum as it has local
provenance in being frequently allocated
to the Glasgow to Airdrie service 15, thus
passing very close to the Museum location
in central Coatbridge. Additionally 1245
was the very last Glasgow car to move under
its own power in Glasgow at Coplawhill in
February 1963 before traction current was
switched off for good. The last place it was
used under power was at Carlton Colville
Museum in East Anglia but suffered a fire
and had lain out of use and out of doors for
much of the time since. Despite this the body
is in restorable condition but mechanically,
electrically and pneumatically much work
will be required to return 1245 to passenger
service.
Both the STG and the Museum
Management wish to begin the process of
restoring 1245 to working order so that it can
once again operate in Coatbridge. The Group
is under no illusion that this will be an easy
job and we would welcome any assistance
or advice that would help the restoration
project. 2012 is very auspicious, being the
50th anniversary of Glasgow’s last tram –
what better way to commemorate that event
than by securing funding to restore 1245?
Members of the Summerlee Transport Group
on snow clearing duty, with the ex-Dusseldorf
Tram No. 392 from the 1950s.
Photo: George Broom STG Chairman.
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Above left to right: the crowd admires 1068
as it makes its first appearance; 1115, 812 and
22 gleam in the sunshine; the glorious line-up
showing all the route colours. Main picture,
STTS members and guests pose with piper
Gordon Casely at Wakebridge on the ceremonial
inaugural run. All pictures: John A Senior
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Left, Martin
Jenkins
r e c a l l s
h a p p y
days gone
by in his
favourite
spot
on
G l a s g o w ’s
t r a m s .
B e l o w ,
Curly Cross
proudly
shows his
National
Service
m e d a l
presented
to him at
the Dinner on Saturday evening to record
the Society’s thanks for his ever-generous
support for its activities; Ian Stewart and Hugh MacAulay relax as they see everything going
to plan in the glorious sunshine whilst right, making a welcome reappearance after his heart
surgery and celebrating his birthday the previous day Geoffrey Claydon looks happy and
relaxed as the party prepare to enjoy a ride on 1282 before going into the Red Lion for a
wonderful evening of good food, companionship and reminiscences before being reminded
just how delighfully smoothly those cars ran. Alongside, passengers board 1068 on Sunday
morning as it takes its place amongst the other service cars including 812 and 1282.
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“THE

OLD BUS IN SOCIETY – ANE REASONING
ANENT’E RESCUE O’ TWA VINTAGE DAIMLERS”
Ian Souter provides a history and reasoning behind the preservation of two
Aberdeen Corporation Transport Daimler buses.

What it’s all about:

S

ince the 1950s, there has been an
increasing rate of preservation of
artefacts from our national transport
heritage, the overwhelming majority of
the road transport vehicle exhibits having
been kept by private individuals. The
reasoning behind their actions has usually
been dominated by personal factors such
as an association of a particular type of
vehicle with their youth, or because of some
aspect of the vehicle’s appearance or sound.
Where these vehicles, or other artefacts,
appear in the spectrum of relevance to the
community at large is not well explained
although the numbers of ordinary citizens
who visit transport museums and pause to
observe passing vintage vehicles confirms

that there is a public interest in the subject.
Given the critical role played by transport
in society, it would be good to see a broader
public appreciation of the subject, not only to
share the enthusiasm but also to encourage
a continuity of interest for the future. That
said, some background is now offered of the
history behind the acceptance for preservation
of two ex-Aberdeen Corporation Transport
(ACT) Daimler CVD6 single deckers, CRG
811 (ACT 11, later 41) and CRS 834 (ACT 14,
later 44), from the same small batch delivered
in 1947/8, originally with locally built Walker
bodywork. The two had survived in service
with ACT until the early 1970s when they
were sold for further service with Maclennan
of Spittalfield for a few years whence they
emigrated to Lancashire and ultimately to
preservation.

CRG 811 - ACT 11 as
rebodied by Alexander of
Falkirk. For many years,
the tours stance for ACT
plus many of the city’s
independent tour operators
was in the south west
corner of Castle Street,
Aberdeen. ACT 249 seen
next to 11, an “ordinary”
Daimler CVG6 double
decker new in 1957, was
also being used on city
tour work. Photo: Courtesy
Kinnoul Collection.
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The Daimler Chassis in Scotland
The Daimler marque was common in Scottish
urban bus fleets from the 1930s until the
1990s, although the Daimler Company itself
was firmly rooted in Coventry. Without
going too much into the long and honourable
history of Daimler, it should be noted that
its activities in Scotland played a part in
its success as one of the UK’s major bus
manufacturers. Uniquely in British public
transport history, Daimler bought a stake
in a tramway operating company in the
late 1920s – the Lanarkshire Tramways Co.
– and Daimler then set about replacing the
trams and existing buses with new Daimler
buses, all forward control (i.e., ‘half cabs’)
and mostly single deckers. Some 117
Daimlers were introduced to Lanarkshire
between 1931 and 1932, the majority CF6
models, but the last 20 were CP6 models
with pre-select gearboxes. Both models
used a Daimler petrol engine, that in the
former a sleeve valve type which had been
a Daimler speciality. The pre-select gearbox
plus fluid-flywheel drive was a major
innovation; it was an easier to use alternative
to the manual gearbox with friction clutch,
although it was more expensive in first cost
and in fuel consumption. The new gearbox
employed epicyclic gear trains pre-selected
by the driver but not engaged until the gear
change pedal was depressed – over the years,
many a rookie driver was shocked out of the
belief that the gear change pedal was a clutch
pedal. If the gear desired was not accurately
selected, the gear change pedal could kick
back violently at the driver. Daimler had
introduced the pre-select gearbox option from
late 1930 on its CG model, then on the CH
model, but it was pre-select gearboxes only
on all models thereafter until the 1950s.
Lanarkshire had not been Daimler’s only
customer in Scotland: the very first CF6

chassis was supplied in November 1928 to
Whatmough of Gourock, better known as
Gourock Pullman Services. The same initial
batch also had examples for Thomson of
Edinburgh and yet another was registered in
Dundee by the local Daimler agent, although
it spent its working life in County Durham.
The influence of dealers in the spread of new
and second hand vehicles is another underresearched subject. Suffice to say here that
Edinburgh Corporation became a loyal
customer of Daimler, starting with 51 CF6
models acquired between 1929 and 1930.
Dundee Corporation was next, two CG6s
joining their fleet in 1931. Aberdeen and
Glasgow Corporations followed in 1936 and
1937 respectively with COG model single
and double deckers.
The Lanarkshire Company was not a
successful venture for Daimler for it was
sold in mid 1932 to SMT of Edinburgh who
were awash with railway money to invest
in takeovers. The contemporary Daimler
buses were not a great success either; under
SMT control the entire fleet was replaced,
mainly with Leylands. In one of the detailed
descriptions to a photograph which were a
feature of his publications, Robert Grieves
reported in his Central SMT Co book that
an official was posted at Hamilton Cross
to top up the flywheel oil on passing CP6
Daimlers. In other words, the early flywheel
design does not seem to have been fit
for purpose. However, Daimler not only
improved the flywheel, they introduced a
diesel engine option too, and all in jig time.
The diesel engine offered was not of its own
manufacture – that came later – the Daimler
preference was for the Gardner engine. In
this choice, Daimler was on to a winning
formula that lasted for the next 40+ years;
Scotland’s four main municipal operators
continued buying Daimlers until the 1950s,
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Aberdeen and Dundee remaining loyal until
Daimler production ceased in the 1970s.
Sadly, no pre-war Scottish Daimlers have
survived into preservation – there were near
misses but these do not count. The oldest
surviving Scottish Daimler is a May 1945
vintage CWD6 wartime utility model from
Aberdeen Corporation.

Pre-War Municipal Bus
Bodywork
Between the wars when the bus industry was
fast developing was also a time of economic
difficulty for the country. Across the UK
as a whole, local authorities were keen to
ensure that local employers prevailed in the
supply of services and municipal transport
operators were more than encouraged to
patronise local suppliers; irrespective of
the quality of the product, local suppliers
were ratepayers, as were their employees.
Some of these manufacturers sooner or later

CRS 512 - ACT 12 in the first form of rebuilding
of the bodywork carried out in the ACT
workshops. Note the reversed livery, the use of
higher backed “dual purpose” seating and the
allocation of the bus to “Tour of City & Suburbs”.
Photo: Courtesy Kinnoul Collection.
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made it to national prominence but others
remained local. The situation in Scotland
tended to the latter with only Cowieson of
Glasgow achieving major sales out with its
home ground but ceased trading in 1939.
The lesser players supplying their local
municipality were Alexander Motors and
John Croall of Edinburgh, D Cadogan of
Perth, Dickson Brothers of Dundee, and R &
J Shinnie, William Gray and William Walker
of Aberdeen. Walker of Aberdeen was the
longest lasting of this group, ceasing trade
in 1949, by which time he had delivered to
ACT at least 107 single and double deck
bus bodies, an unknown number of post war
rebuilds and possibly some rebodying too.

Pre-War Municipal Bus Practice
Bus design has evolved in fits and starts over
the last 110 years, partly under the influence
of (i) technological improvement, but also
in response to (ii) changes in legislation and
to various social pressures
reflecting (iii) the aspirations
of the public and (iv) those
who worked in the industry.
The earliest municipal
motorbuses in Scotland
were in Perth (1911) and
were normal control single
deckers in chassis layout
– Aberdeen used the same
pattern of vehicle when the
Corporation Motors services
started in 1920. Service buses
in Aberdeen then tended
towards the semi-open rear
platform style – i.e. they had
to be two man operated - and this body style
was retained when forward control “half
cabs” appeared in the later 1920s. Buses
were being used to serve the extensive new

housing schemes of the inter war years
where traffic was building up rapidly. At the
same time, ACT was also indulging in tours
and excursions, and had a separate fleet of
suitable vehicles. Double deckers did not
come to the Scottish municipal operators
until the later 1920s/early 1930s; after trials
in 1930, ACT used double deckers as tram
replacements in 1931. That said, the half
cab rear entrance single decker continued
to be bought in quantity by ACT throughout
the 1930s for reasons worthy of study
elsewhere. On the outbreak of WW2, ACT
had an excess of single deckers in its fleet,
a fact not unnoticed by the Ministry of War
Transport who conscripted a wide range of
single deckers both old and new. Within
two years, ACT had lost 54 of its c80 strong
1939 single deck fleet.

Wartime and Immediate Post
War Conditions
It was practice in the earlier years of the war
for chassis manufacturers to solicit orders
for post war needs, whenever that might be;
customers then had a place in the queue for
post war production. In mid 1941 ACT duly
placed provisional orders for, inter alia, 30
AEC Regal single deck chassis (£1150-116d each) plus 30 composite bodies – 20 from
Met. Cam. (£725 each) and 10 from Walker
(£550 each). Firm orders were confirmed in
1946 when only 10 rear entrance Daimler
single decker buses were specified, their
Walker bodies now estimated at £950 each.
Later, 10 touring coaches were also ordered
and these materialised as the Brockhouse
bodied Crossleys delivered in 1950.
In common with the vast majority of UK
local transport operators, ACT experienced
a hefty increase in passenger demand during
and after the war – +18% in ACT’s case

between 1939 and 1945. However, the
city had to cope with this increase despite
shortage of fuel, shortage of staff, and
the loss of some 2/3rds of its single deck
bus fleet: demand was met by extensive
curtailing of bus services to become feeders
to the remaining tram routes. From 1945 to
1949 (the ACT peak year for passengers)
there was then a further 20% increase in
demand, and this was met by expansion of
bus operations. Although no-one knew it
at the time, passenger demand was to be in
near constant decline from 1949 onwards.
British industry was very hard pressed
to supply vehicles to meet post war
requirements for the deferred wartime
renewals of vehicles and for the national
increase in bus travel. Delivery schedules
became extended and shortcuts were taken
to speed deliveries where possible – Daimler
engines were accepted in Daimler chassis
vice the preferred Gardner engines. Only
seven of the single deck buses were supplied
between July 1947 and November 1948
(fleet numbers 9 to 15) and these had timber
framed bodywork. Walker had declared to
ACT that its business had been sold to the
Scottish Cooperative Wholesale Society
from 30th March 1948.

Events Post 1950
From 1950 to 1955, ACT lost 15% of
its passenger traffic but vehicle mileage
operated was reduced from its 1950 peak
by only 9%; there were fewer passengers
but ACT had to run further in an expanding
city to get them. This trend was repeated
throughout the UK with far reaching but
little discussed consequences. ACT’s main
response was to abandon the tramways but
opportunities for cost cutting in bus matters
were not overlooked. From the early 1950s,
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CRS 513 - ACT 13 with its original incarnation
of bodywork; it bears a strong resemblance to
much earlier Lanarkshire Daimlers.
Photo: Courtesy Kinnoul Collection.

some pre-war rear entrance single deckers
were converted by ACT workshops to front
entrance and made suitable for one man
operation; the seven post war Daimlers
were similarly converted in 1956. A further
economy was to sell off all the Crossley
coaches in 1955 and 1956 and the post
war Daimlers, utilitarian as they looked,
were used instead, image boosted by the
application of a reversed livery – i.e. lots
of cream vice green. This none too happy
situation was addressed in 1958 when
two of them (9 and 11) were rebodied by
Alexander in Falkirk using their latest alloy
framing method, and were the last half cab
single deck bodies produced by Alexander.
Between 1962 and 1963 the others were
heavily rebuilt by ACT except the last of
the batch, number 15, which survived with
its front entrance body until withdrawn
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in 1966. In that same year, ACT obtained
its first new single deckers since number
15 had been delivered in 1948 – six under
floor engined Leyland Tiger Cubs bought
to start the complete conversion of the ACT
network to one man operation. Gradually,
the remaining Daimler single deckers were
withdrawn, the last, number 11, in January
1972. They were effectively replaced by
rear engined semi-low floor AEC Swifts – a
chassis design two stages more advanced
than the half cab.

And Now
Both 11 and 14 are back in Aberdeenshire in
the care of the Aberdeen & District Transport
Preservation Trust, thanks to the generosity
of the Ribble Vehicle Preservation Trust.
Vehicle restoration plans are still being
developed, there being other restorations to
be finished before others are started. The
likelihood is that 11 will be tackled first.
In the meantime, there remains the original
matter described above of recruiting and

retaining general public interest in our
transport heritage. Transport provision is
critical to the functioning of society and
transport provision does not operate in
isolation from changes in society. Transport
preservation needs to help itself by better
describing the many external influences
on its development and guiding the public
through the basics of the design evolution
of the vehicles.
Not long after it was acquired for
preservation some 40+ years ago, the
Aberdeen Daimler CWD6 was on public
display at a historic vehicle rally in the
county town of Kincardineshire. Two local
matrons insisted on entry to the vehicle,
wauchled up the stair then descended again,
clearly disappointed with their efforts - “it’s
jist an aul’ bus” said one to the other. Is the
public any better informed these days?

Sources:
Aberdeen Corporation Transport Annual
Reports
Aberdeen Town Council Minutes
B1700 Body List Scottish Bodybuilders &
Minibus Converters Part 1 A - Mc (The PSV
Circle, 2007)
B1701 Body List Scottish Bodybuilders &
Minibus Converters Part 2 Mi - W (The PSV
Circle, 2008)
C1200 Chassis List Daimler 1928 – 1941
(The PSV Circle, 2009)
Robert Grieves Central SMT The First 40
Years (Catrine: Stenlake Publishing, 2005)

Between 2nd September and 4th September 1962 a special commemorative service, Number 9,
operated between Anderston Cross and Auchenshuggle with a fare of 6d; an 8 minute frequency
between 12 -10pm on the 2nd & 3rd, and 12 - 5pm on the 4th.
This is an example of a souvenir ticket that was issued on this service.
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NEW TRAMS FOR EDINBURGH
by Chris O’Brien
Chris provides an insight into why we will now see a much reduced line from the original
network that was promised. This is part one of a series of articles, and more details will appear
in a future edition of Scottish Transport as work on completion of the line continues..

From the Past to the Future.

U

p until the eventual disbandment in
1956, Edinburgh had a tram network
that had grown from its inception
in 1871. The Edinburgh Street Tramways
Company opened the first Tramway in
Edinburgh on 6th November 1871. In 1952
a programme started which was to see the
tramway fleet replaced with buses. The last
of the old trams ran in November 1956.
In the next 50 years many plans and studies
were undertaken to bring different transport
solutions to Edinburgh. The suburban line
which circled Edinburgh could be reinstated?
Introduce a mini tram line in the city centre?
Build an underground railway? All without
success. Whilst this was taking place some
modernising of the bus fleet occurred, the
buses changed to one person operation,
and bus lanes were introduced. Some local
railway stations were improved or opened,
mainly for Park & Ride. The citizens of
Edinburgh had seen little done to increase
the availability of different modes of public
transport in Edinburgh.
The latter part of the 20th Century saw a
revival of interest in modern trams in Britain,
finally catching up with what was occurring
across the rest of Europe. New lines were
proposed and built in places like Sheffield,
Manchester, Birmingham, Croydon, and
Nottingham.
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The City of Edinburgh Council, being
in charge of the capital of Scotland, with a
population of 486,600 and rising, came to the
conclusion following a public consultation
between 14th May and 10th July 2003 that
a new Tramway network would be built in
Edinburgh.

The Network
A three line network was planned.
Line 1
Loop from St Andrew Square, proceeding
along Leith Walk, west to Granton, South
to Haymarket and along Princes Street to
St Andrew Square. Provision for a depot at
Leith was provided. A bus feeder to Western
General Hospital was agreed.
The Tram Stops envisaged for Line 1 –
Haymarket; Shandwick Place; Princes
Street; St Andrew Square; Broughton Street;
McDonald Road; Balfour Street; Duke
Street; Links Place; Port of Leith; Ocean
Terminal; Newhaven Road; Lower Granton
Road; Granton View; Granton Road; Crewe
Road West; Pilton; Crewe Toll; Telford
Road; Craigleith; Ravelston Dykes; and
Roseburn
Line 2
Haymarket to Edinburgh Airport with a
shuttle tram between Edinburgh Airport and
Newbridge. To serve central Edinburgh to
the western outskirts of the City.

The Tram Stops for Line 2 –
Haymarket; Murrayfield; Balgreen Road;
Saughton Road North; South Gyle Access;
Edinburgh Park Station; Edinburgh Park;
The Gyle; Gogarburn; Ingliston Park &
Ride; Airport (and link from Ingliston
Park & Ride for a shuttle service) Ingliston
West; Ratho Station; Newbridge South; and
Newbridge North.
Line 3
Waverley to Newcraighall via Cameron Toll
and the Royal Infirmary.
The Tram Stops for Line 3 –
Waverley Station; High Street; South
Bridge; Nicolson Square; St Patrick Square;
The Meadows; Newington; Minto Street;
Mayfield; Craigmillar Park; Cameron Toll;
The Inch; Moredun; Royal Infirmary of
Edinburgh / Bio Medipark; Greendykes;
Craigmillar; Niddrie; The Wisp; Fort
Kinnard; and Newcraighall Station and Park
& Ride.
A map showing the intended network of the
Edinburgh Tram. Map Courtesy of TIE.

It was planned that all lines would have
the potential for extensions depending on
passenger demand. For example Line 3 had
a suggestion of a possible extension from
Newcraighall to Todhills.
Line 1 – Public consultation commenced
on 14th May 2003 and closed on 10th July
2003. Following careful consideration of

The original harlequin livery.
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the comments a private bill was introduced
to the Scottish Parliament on 29th January
2004. The Bill was passed on 29th March
2006 and received Royal Assent on 8th May
2006.
Line 2 – Public consultation was between
14th May and 10th July 2003. The Bill was
introduced before the Scottish Parliament on
29th January. The Bill was passed on 22nd
March 2006 and received Royal Assent on
27th April 2006.
Line 3 – This proposal was shelved due
to initial lack of funding.
Following approval, and the successful
private members bills, and with funding
agreements in place, preparation works
commenced in 2007 to build Lines 1 and 2.

Pre-Construction
Following financial backing by the Scottish
Executive, and The City of Edinburgh
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Council, together with contributions from
developers and property owners, including,
for example, Forth Ports Plc, to be served on
the routes, the initial works to prepare the
streets for the trams commenced in 2007.
Phase 1a was agreed for construction
of a line between Edinburgh Airport
and Newhaven. Phase 1b was to see the
construction of the Granton to City Centre
via Craigleith and Roseburn line.
The initial phase of the construction
involved the relocating of the utilities away
from the areas where the tram will run. This
has been an opportunity for the gas, electric,
phone, water, and other underground
services to be updated. The work involved
in relocating the services is being carried out
by Carillion.
The second phase is the construction of the
track for the trams and the other infrastructure
works which will be required. This part of the
work will be completed by Bilfinger Berger

UK Ltd (the lead contractor) and Siemens.
Bilfinger Berger are the 2nd largest German
construction group, and Siemens are world
leaders in railway, electrical, infrastructure
and integration work. They will also have
the responsibility for maintenance of the
track and infrastructure when the trams are
running.
VAE, the Austrian sub contractors, will
supply the track. The first section being
delivered in November 2008, and placed in
storage in Leith Docks.

Construction
Phase 1a envisaged the line from Edinburgh
Airport to Newhaven being completed.
This was to incorporate some parts of the
approved Line 1 and some parts of Line 2;
and see the construction of approximately
18.7km of double track line, and 1.4km of
single track line. The Depot will be situated
at Gogar. The public running length is
approximately 18.4 km. The initial intended
date for passenger revenue was February
2011 but this slipped.
The work was programmed in phases
with –
Phase 1a – Edinburgh
Airport to Newhaven
Phase 1b – Haymarket to
Granton via Crewe Toll
Phase 2 – Granton to
Newhaven
Phase 3 – the extension of the
airport line between Gogarburn
and Newbridge.

Opposite page:
Princes Street.

When the funding was approved in 2007
the costs had increased to £545m (from
£375m when initial costs were estimated
in 2003). Funding from the Scottish
Government is £500m, and the balance
of £45m being provided by the City of
Edinburgh Council.
Costs and delays started to become
evident fairly early on with the construction
work. The contractors were promised that
the streets would be clear of all utility
diversion work by the end of 2008 to allow
track laying to take place. Certain changes
to the design of the line were incorporated.
The arm’s length company set up to deliver
the project, Transport Initiatives Edinburgh
(TIE), a wholly owned company set up by the
City of Edinburgh Council, were responsible
for project managing the construction.
All phases apart from the line from the
Airport to Newhaven were postponed by
April 2009 due to financial problems.
However, many high profile contractual
disputes continued to occur. TIE entered
into negotiations with the contractors.
Negotiations broke down with two differing
opinions over interpretation of the wording
of the contract that had been drawn up.

Advertising in

This page: Information board in
Constitution Street.
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Mediation concerning the
wording of the contract
went in favour of the
Contractors.
C o u n c i l l o r
MacKenzie, (one of the
four councillors on the
board of TIE) Convener
of the Councils Transport,
Infrastructure,
and
Environment Committee
went on record “The
contract stated that there
would be normal design development
during the course of the project. The dispute
is over whether several hundred design
amendments would be expected”. He also
conceded that the utility clearance work had
not been completed as agreed.
The contractors were bound by a
“confidentiality clause” and only one side of
the arguments were being aired. Chairmen,
Chief Executives, non-executive directors,
consultants, of TIE, all came and went. TIE
was eventually disbanded and Turner &
Townsend have taken over the management
of the project in conjunction with the
Council.
After the disbandment of the initial
contract with TIE, for the first time, Herr
Dr Jochen Keysberg, Chairman Bilfinger
Berger Civil, was able to comment publicly.
He confirmed that many design changes had
been made. In addition many of the utility
diversions had not been completed, even in
areas where TIE stated they had.
The utility diversion work was still not
completed in 2011.
With the increase in costs it was decided
to curtail the initial network. The agreement
reached in November 2011 will now see
a line running from Edinburgh Airport to
the city centre, past St Andrew Square to a
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Aerial view of the site with the Gogar Depot
facility under construction. Photo: Ross
Scoular.

terminus in Picardy Place. This is known as
Phase 1a. The cost of this much shortened
line is £770m, with an expected date for
revenue service now 2014.
The City of Edinburgh Council obtained
“Orders” (amendments to the original Acts of
Parliament) increasing the time available for
compulsory land and property acquisitions
to complete both the original Lines 1 (by 5
years) and Line 2 (by 10 years), citing that
“...it was always envisaged that Line 2 would
take longer to construct, so the time periods
for the extension reflect that.” It seems the
Council do not appreciate that they were in
fact constructing what was originally Line 2
in the Act of Parliament with the line from
the Airport to the City Centre.

The Trams
The initial contract was for 27 trams with an
option of an additional 4 provided they were
ordered while the manufacturing process
was on going.
Despite the reduction in the initial scope

for the tram network the 27 trams, having
been ordered, will arrive in 2011 and 2012,
and be stationed in the Gogar Depot. The
trams are being supplied by Construcciones
y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles (CAF) of Spain.
An initial surplus of 10 trams has arisen
due to the contraction of the line, to St
Andrew Square instead of Newhaven, until
the further phases are eventually delivered.
Due to the unique nature of the vehicles plans
to lease or sell them have not materialised.
The first tram arrived and was in public
display in Princes Street from 28th April
2010. The second arrived in October 2011
and went straight to the Depot at Gogar for
storage then test running before entering
service.
The trams are 42856mm long, will be able
to carry up to 250 passengers (manufacturer
specification was 332, 80 seats and 252
standing, but amended for Edinburgh route
traffic requirements), they will have low
level floors allowing easy access for the
less able or those with prams, buggies,
pushchairs and bicycles. The top speed is
70 km/h (original specification was 80km/h
but reduced), standard 1435 mm gauge, with
750V DC overhead supply.
The trams consist of 7 articulated
carbodies supported on 4 bogies. Constructed
of ferritic stainless steel on the side panels
and the roof, and corten steel on the under
frame. They have 6 doors on either side and
are bi-directional (i.e. don’t need to be turned
at the terminus and can drive from either
end). Vehicle height is 3400mm, exterior
width is 2650 mm, and low floor height 350
mm. Access height at 300mm. Start up speed
1.2m/s². Total power 12x80 kW.
The end bogies are motorised along with
one of the intermediate ones. The other
intermediate bogie is to be a “trailer”. The
motor bogies will have 4 motors, fitted

in longitudinal direction, and entirely
suspended. They will be equipped with
resilient wheels, rubber primary suspension,
and coil and spring secondary suspension.
The trams are fitted with night doors,
which will shorten the available space inside
the tram during off peak times.
CCTV is in place for safety reasons.
Information screens in the trams will show
the next stop information, journey times,
places of interest and advertisements.
The trams will be owned by the City of
Edinburgh Council which also operates
Lothian Buses. Branding will be the same
for all modes of transport. Lothian Buses
and the Edinburgh Trams will be operated
by an arm’s length company, Edinburgh
Trams Ltd.
Through ticketing is envisaged and tickets
will only be available in advance outwith the
trams. A conductor and driver will be on all
vehicles. Parts of the tram will be cordoned
off for off-peak running. A penalty fare
system of £40 or 10 times the single fare will
be in place. Pre purchase of tickets or season
tickets will speed up the journey time as less
waiting at stops will be required.
Concessionary fares are expected to be
consistent with the Scottish Government
scheme.
Advertised journey time is 20 minutes
from the airport into town.
Initial testing of two trams took place at
the Siemens test track in Wildenrath, near
Dusseldorf, in Germany in March 2010.
Power to the overhead lines within
the Depot at Gogar went live just before
being handed over to the Council on 15th
December 2011. A mini test track section
between the Gogar Depot and the bridge near
to the Royal Bank of Scotland headquarters
has seen tram testing at the beginning of
December.
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The first tram to arrive in Edinburgh No. 252 shown at the Princes Street tram stop.
Photo: C O’Brien.
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The Mock Up Tram
As part of an ongoing public relations
exercise, the mock up of the tram was placed
in various areas within the City to allow the
opportunity to see what the Edinburgh Tram
will look like.
The first outing was in Princes Street
where it went on show on 23rd February
2009. It was intended to be on show for two
weeks, but because of exceptional public
interest it stayed there until late April.
On 27th April 2009 the tram reopened
in Constitution Street, where it stayed until
being moved and re-opened at the Ocean
Terminal shopping complex on 6th June
before moving onto the Gyle shopping
centre. It is now on permanent display at the
Airport adjacent to the new terminus stop
beside the taxi rank.

Other PR
Exhibitions in local areas and in the City
Chambers showed detailed drawing of some
of the road layouts and areas where the tram
will run. For example an open exhibition
took place on 23rd to 25th September 2009
in Shandwick Place where
detailed drawings of the
planned road layouts
were shown. This type
of exhibition toured the
various affected areas of
the city and cumulated
at the City Chambers
between 22nd February
and 20th March 2010.
Local newsletter leaflets
and Traffic Regulation
leaflets were distributed
to local addresses to keep
everyone informed of
any planned work. Traffic

diversions have been detailed in the local
media and details given in Lothian Buses.
Personnel from TIE visited local schools
and interest groups to put forward the
message of the benefits of the tram system.
Work in Princes Street was suspended for
the Christmas and Hogmanay events.
An exhibition is planned in the depot
when the trams are ready to enter revenue
service in 2014.

The Stops
The current program of work, Phase 1,
basically covers what was originally planned
for Line 2. Work is in progress to complete
approximately 958 metres of single line and
13,629 metres of double line (excluding the
depot).
All the tram stops will have ticket
purchase facilities. Security will be provided
both on and off the trams with CCTV
and a customer services operative will be
stationed on the tram along with the driver.
The mock-up of the Edinburgh Tram is currently
situated at Edinburgh Airport adjacent to the tram
stop beside the taxi rank. Photo: C O’Brien.
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Queuing to see the mock up tram in
Princes Street.
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The glass doors which will be used to close off part of
the tram for off-peak usage. Photo: C O’Brien (both).

A panic alarm will be available at the stops
and inside the tram.
The initial tram line will have Stops
situated at:Edinburgh Airport
Ingliston Park & Ride
Gogarburn
(Gogar Depot - non public use halt at the
Depot)
Edinburgh Intermodal Gateway *
(This will connect to the train network
at a new interchange station under
construction between the depot and the
Gogar underpass)
Gyle Centre
Edinburgh Park Central
Edinburgh Park Station **
Bankhead
Saughton
Balgreen
Murrayfield Stadium
Haymarket
Shandwick Place
Princes Street
St Andrew Square
Picardy Place (York Place)
* The Edinburgh Intermodal Gateway
Station was a latter addition to the plans
for this line. The final name has not been
announced. It is a Network Rail Scotland
project funded by Transport Scotland on

behalf of the Scottish Government. This
part of the construction is managed by
Network Rail Scotland who are the ultimate
clients. This station will provide a link for
passengers from and to the Fife line and
North East Scotland, Passengers will be
able to change here and travel to the airport
within five minutes.
** Edinburgh Park Station serves
the Edinburgh to Glasgow lines. It was
officially opened by the First Minister, Jack
McConnell MSP, on 8th December 2003.

The Future
The Scottish Government have promised
a Public Inquiry into the Edinburgh Tram
scheme when the first line is open.
At long last Edinburgh will see the return
of trams in 2014, with a modern line serving
the Airport to the City Centre.
The rest, as they say, will be down to
history...
Acknowledgements
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Tram 252 undergoing test
running in December 2011
on the tracks beside Gogar
Depot. Photo: C O’Brien.
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LJ 2941 – A Failed Preservation Attempt
Not all early attempts at preservation
were successful. Graham Ewing recalls
buying a TD1 for preservation.

I

n 2005 Exclusive First Editions (EFE
models) brought out a model bus of a
closed stair TD1 in the livery of Hants
& Dorset, with a registration plate LJ 2941.
This brought back fond memories of 53
years ago (around 1959) when the now late
Reg Barber told me that that a builder in
Johnstone was still running a TD1 for his
workers. I looked out for this 30-year-old
survivor and indeed saw it several times on
the road and in the builder’s yard. It was
registered LJ 2941!
In late 1960 Reg informed me that a
Ribble TD5 was replacing the TD1 when the
Stanely Park School was completed. To cut
a long story short a meeting was arranged
with the head of the builders, Mr. James M.
Keanie. He said if we wanted it, we could
have the bus for £1. Of course we accepted
the offer!
On a cold Saturday morning, just before
Christmas 1960, a young Robert Grieves and
I arrived at the builder’s yard in Johnstone.
The TD1 was duly coupled nose to nose
with the recently acquired TD5 to get it
started. Yours truly took the wheel and was
warned not to stall the Gardner 5LW or “you
will never get it started again as the battery
is flat.”
We had rented accommodation in a
yard in Duchess Road, Rutherglen, so the
65 minute journey was made via Paisley,
Pollok, Shawlands, Battlefield and King’s
Park. It was an uneventful journey, but I
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got a smart salute from a points policeman
in Paisley who probably thought I was the
regular driver. A handful of the bus drivers at
Langside Garage looked at us with disbelief.
I tried to blow the horn as we passed my
parents’ house (and my birthplace) in King’s
Park Avenue but it did not work.
At the top of King’s Park Avenue hill,
which we managed to sail up in third gear,
Ian MacLean was waiting for us. After a
brief chat he escorted us in his Ford Anglia
all the way to Duchess Road. In the yard I
stalled the engine and had to get a tow out to
the street to get it started. When we got back
into the yard Ian said “Let’s get out of here
before he discovers he is cut off from the
outside world” – I had accidentally sliced
through the overhead phone cable!
After five months we were advised that
the site was required for something other
than bus storage. So with not a single act of
vandalism and a fruitless search for premises
we advertised the bus in the newsletter of the
Vintage Passenger Vehicle Society. With no
replies by the deadline date we reluctantly
let it go for scrap. If only it would turn up
now, the Glasgow Vintage Vehicle Trust site
at Bridgeton would be its new home, I’m
sure.
It looked complete but many of the
pillars were rotten and three of the visible
tyres were of different sizes! Nevertheless
it was definitely restorable, but not with
the resources we had available in 1960. I
certainly had my £1’s worth of fun driving
it over.
A version of this article, by one of the
founding members of our Society, appeared
in “Fare Stage”.

A model bus of a closed
stair TD1 in the livery of
Hants & Dorset, with a
registration plate LJ 2941
Exclusive First Editions
(EFE models).
Photo: Courtesy of
Exclusive First Editions.

and

VSC 86 . . . A Successful One

VSC 86, a Leyland Tiger Cub, which was new in 1961. It saw service in Edinburgh until 1978, and is
now preserved. Photo: Dave Cole courtesy JA Senior.
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WHAUR’S YIR EMPIRE EXHIBITION NOO?
How Edinburgh put one over on Glasgow

T

by Gordon Casely

he greatest day in my life? I’ll never
forget the gigantic cavalcade of
Scotland’s trams that glided along
Princes Street on Saturday 27 August 1938.
Stem to stern, in a line-up that stretched for
more than a quarter-of-a-mile nose to tail,
and fully half-a-mile when spaced out, some
four dozen trams from all over Scotland
plus a batch of foreign interlopers drifted
majestically down Princes Street from the
North British Hotel to the West End. It
proved an unforgettably glorious sight, an
event never before nor since held anywhere
in the UK. It most certainly put one over
on Glasgow, and in all modesty, I was the
brains behind it.
Like most great ideas, it started in a small
way. I was chief engineer of Edinburgh
Corporation Tramways, and one morning in
1936 attended the usual daily management
meeting in the Shrubhill office of transport
general manager Mr McLeod (Robert
McLeod FCIT). “Heard the Glasgow
news?” he said gruffly, barely looking up
and never shifting his pipe between his
teeth. He barged on in that staccato way of
his, not waiting for an answer from either
me or my colleague and old friend James
Mackay, operations manager.
“Producing some kind of updated car.
For the Empire Exhibition. Finest short-haul
passenger vehicle in Europe”. Then a real
McLeod snort: “Some chance!”.
I felt for Mr McLeod. In managing the
Capital’s transport, he ran a good system.
He’d found the cash to update old cars and
build new ones, and operated a neat and tidy
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workable fleet that was a credit to our beloved
Auld Reekie. But this Glasgow move had
obviously left him feeling wounded. James
Mackay and I left the meeting in silence,
and we worked under a cloud for days, it
seemed. How on earth could Edinburgh,
loser in the original battle to host the Empire
Exhibition, ever put one over on Glasgow?
Saturday afternoons were usually set
aside for Hamish, my eight-year-old son
and me, to play with his Hornby O-Gauge
clockwork train set (not that I ever needed
much encouragement, you understand). It
had been the young fellow’s birthday the
previous week, and the lucky lad had been
the recipient of several more wagons and
carriages. So instead of building his usual
circle of track on the floor, he set all his
straight rails in one long line, coupled up the
rolling stock, and pushed them up and down
the track. “Look, Daddy” he called to me “A
railway parade!”.
If there is a Eureka! moment in life, this
one was mine. Would the same work with
trams? And if it did, what would we do with it?
On the surface, Daddy and Son played trains,
but underneath, I was impatient to transplant
the young lad’s unwitting suggestion into
real-life planning. Monday morning couldn’t
come soon enough, and 8 am prompt found
me in James’s operations office.
“Imagine, James” I hesitatingly began,
“just imagine if we assembled trams from
Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen and Glasgow,
and ran them along Princes Street in a
parade. What a poke in the eye for Glasgow
and the Empire Exhibition”. He looked at

27th August 1938
THE GREATEST TRAM PARADE
On Saturday 27th August, Edinburgh will host the greatest tram parade
ever seen in the British Empire. Trams from all parts of Britain will
parade in Princes Street commencing 12 noon.

Further details if required are obtainable from Robert McLeod, Transport
Manager, Edinburgh Corporation Tramways, Shrubhill Offices, Leith Walk,
Edinburgh. Tel. Lei 5
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me baffled. “Aye, and why would anyone
want to do that? And where would we find
the trams?” He plunged into his stride.
“And would Dundee and Aberdeen and
Glasgow ever send them here? And anyway,
the boss...” here he jerked his thumb in the
direction of Mr McLeod’s suite at the end of
the corridor . . .” he’ll never agree”.
James had a point. Dundee and Aberdeen
just might send us trams....though at a
considerable push and only given the
fairest of winds. Glasgow and GCT general
manager James N Wilson would never have
anything to do with arch-rivals Edinburgh
– no, not never.....ever. But more than a
thought was forming in my mind, and I
shared my ideas with James. Upshot was
that I couldn’t have asked for more support
from anyone as him, bless him. Thus armed,
I made an appointment with Mr McLeod,
and said my prayers.
Throughout my proposal to my boss
(this was long before the days of fancy
presentations, all-singing, all-dancing slide
shows, never mind PowerPoint), Mr McLeod
not only regarded me suspiciously, but stared
at me as if I’d crawled out from under a stone.
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For the only time in my life, I actually feared
the sack. So when he replied – pipe still
firmly in mouth – with “Good idea. Draw up
a schedule. Leave the transport committee to
me”, it was my turn to look askance. Within
days, the instructions from Mr McLeod were
to.....well, there were few instructions at all,
beyond the abrupt “Get me a line-up. Make
it colourful. Make it work”.
The objective was two-fold – to dish
Glasgow for its temerity in producing their
(admittedly splendid) Coronation Car to tie
in with the Empire Exhibition, and to lay on
a moving transport show along Scotland’s
most famous street that would upstage
anything that Bellahouston and the Empire
Exhibition could match. Edinburgh Town
Council had already been won over by Mr
McLeod, so our original August 1938 target
date was now set in concrete. The immediate
hurdle was that of transport politics – how to
persuade Dundee and Aberdeen to lend us

Dundee offered two cars in ex-works order.
Ray DeGroote/OnLine Transport Archive

A telegram was received from Liverpool’s GM
offering one of their splendid new liners.
Ray DeGroote/OnLine Transport Archive

historic and “show” trams to the extent that
Glasgow would feel obliged not to be left
out. We laid our plans carefully, though not
carefully enough, as it turned out.
Aberdeen proved a pushover. Transport
manager Alfred Smith would have given us
every car in his fleet had he been able, so
thrilled was he to be able to show them in
Edinburgh. What he generously produced
however was to make available an example
of each type of car, plus the historic horse
tram preserved at the back of the Advocates
Road depot. Their transport to the Capital
would be his remit, he said, and he promised
us what we wanted. On hearing this, Dundee
refused to be outdone by its Granite City
rivals, with general manager Robert Taylor
offering us two cars in ex-works order, plus
not only the last surviving single-decker
Constitution Street maximum traction bogie
car then stowed away at the back of Maryfield
depot, but also their prize museum piece of a

tram trailer and steam tram engine to haul it
(that latter had to be retubed for the big day,
as it turned out).
The idea at this point was that “we”
– the three East Coast cities – would be in
a position where we could turn to Glasgow
and blackmail the old enemy to take part.
But fate had already taken a hand. However
much secret we had kept the project (and
we had certainly tried), word about it leaked
out. Transport politics is a small grapevine,
and so I shouldn’t really have been surprised
when telegrams came in with offers from
Newcastle and Liverpool and Birmingham
(the last, at 3ft 6in, was hopelessly wrong
gauge!) to have their vehicles in the big
Princes Street parade. Worse still, London
– the very Big Smoke itself – wrote to Mr
McLeod stating how they would expect
nothing less than a formal invitation to send
a car. I began to wonder if I’d created a
Frankenstein’s Monster.
So when in 1937, Glasgow was finally
and officially written to (as if Bath Street
and Coplawhill weren’t already fully in the
know), general manager Wilson somewhat
loftily replied that he had from the start
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expected to be contacted, and yes, first
production Coronation 1143 had been
reserved for Edinburgh for months. Huh,
as if! But even I had to give Glasgow its
due: without being asked, the Second City
had already taken regauging on board,
informing us that 1143 would be despatched
fully fitted for Edinburgh, delivered by lowloader to Corstorphine to continue under her
own power to Leith Depot, even complete
with trolley pole (in place of bow collector)
to cope with Edinburgh’s overhead.
Leith Depot! Now there’s a place name
to conjure with. Back in those days of early
August 1938, the spare lyes in that old place
down in the ancient port proved a magnificent
sight, stuffed with “foreign” trams of every
hue, shape, size and design, with – I have to
admit with deepest reluctance – Glasgow’s
Coronation standing high above all the
intruders, not just because of its iconic shape,
but frankly because that orange-and-green
livery of Glasgow Corporation Transport
takes some beating. For just a second, I
gloomily had second thoughts about our
otherwise beloved madder-and-white.
We had the trams: now for the parade.
The plan was for the trams to be assembled
in alphabetical order of city, Edinburgh
taking both first and last position by right
as host. We’d set sail up Leith Walk, swing
right on to Princes Street where outside the
North British Hotel, we’d take our places
behind the massed pipes and drums of
Scottish Command to proceed for a mile
along Princes Street by Shandwick Place to
Haymarket. Here, our duty pointsmen would
ensure slick reversing, with the cavalcade
returning by George Street and Leith Walk,
down past the tram works at Shrubhill to
Leith Depot.
The plan worked – or rather, worked
too well. With the procession correctly
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marshalled, James and I left Leith Depot as
pillion passengers courtesy of two Edinburgh
City Police motorcycles (500cc singlecylinder girder-forked Nortons, if you’re
asking) to a vantage point at the foot of the
Mound. Never have I seen such crowds in
Edinburgh before or since. Neither the end
of World War 2 nor any subsequent post-war
Edinburgh Festival Cavalcade had a patch
on our pre-war tram cavalcade. Edinburgh’s
crowds cheered and clapped, in noisy but
polite fashion that had me, as a born citizen
of Leith, just bursting with pride.
And herein lay the start of our troubles.
By public demand, we faced a tidal wave
of requests for our visiting cars to stay on.
In the face of unprecedented pressure, Lord
Provost Sir Henry Steel took the unusual
step of phoning Mr McLeod direct – and on
a Sunday too – to suggest that he draw up
immediate plans to incorporate our celebrity
trams as part of ordinary Edinburgh
transport services for the following week.
Our boys (and girls) in Leith Depot and in
the schedules section at Shrubhill rose to the
occasion, and more. Upshot was that come
start of services that Monday morning, 30
August 1938, all our distinguished visitors
bore the correct numerals and destination
screens for ordinary city service, with just
a couple, such as the Dundee single-deck
maximum traction car (which had no spaces
for numbers), carrying pasted paper copies
inside their drivers’ windows. And which is
why, to this day, there exist pictures such as
Glasgow 1143 at Fairmilehead terminus, and
Liverpool 869 stationed in Granton Square.
As an ambassadorial exercise, it wasn’t
cheap. As a commitment by transport
authorities throughout the UK, it represented
huge effort. But as a PR victory for
Edinburgh over Glasgow? The Capital won
hands down!

At the time of going to press the painstaking restoration of Edinburgh
Horse Car number 23 was nearing completion at Lathalmond. It was
still being spurred on by another Edinburgh project. The quality of
restoration is quite obvious from these photographs and all credit is
due to those who have worked long and hard to achieve this very high
standard. Photos: STTS collection
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